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Impact of fees
still in progress
go to the college.
Tliough not all departments have
repcirted their spending for the quar
ter, some changes have already
occurred, Hewes said.
Computer engineering majors
have seen immediate progress in the
database lab, where there are 30 new
By Laura D ietz
computers, Hewes said. The materials
MUSTANG DALLY STAFF WRITER
engineering department bought a
Scanning and Electnin Microscope
More class sections, increased and a 50-ton press for the ceramics
numbers of faculty and staff and labs.
upgraded labs and computer equip
For the electrical engineering stu
ment are amonf» the benefits from the dents, the fee increase means five
college-based academic fee increase added lecturers, and 12 more lecture
that went into effect this quarter.
sections and 35 lab sections.
Students in all six colleges
Students on the tee allocation
approved the fee increase. It gives the committee for mechanical engineer
College of Engineering, the College ing used the money to support addi
ot Agriculture
and the Orfalea tional staff, said Bill Clark, head of
College of Business $200 more for the mechanical engineering depart
each full-time undergraduate student ment.
per quarter.
“The students agreed to finance a
The deans ot each college said the full-time lecturer for the year, so we
intent of the increase is to enhance have been able to hire an additional
the limited funds provided by the tenure track faculty who is being paid
state. Each college spends the money for by the state budget,” Clark said.
according to the priorities set hy stu
Additional faculty may be hired in
dents, faculty and staff who met in winter and spring quarter, he said.
the spring and crafted a proposed
Another development from the fee
spending plan.
increase was an upgrade of the
mechatronics lab, which is used by
College of Engineering
mechanical and electrical engineers
TTie College of Engineering dis
and computer science majors. O ie
tributes all of the money received
faculty member worked with a stu
from the increase to its departments dent assistant over the summer to
based on the number of students
prepare the lab for fall classes. The fee
enrolled, said Amy Hewes, director of
increase shortened the time tor ilevelpublications and communications for
oping the lab and made the course
the CENG. The money cannot be
available sooner, Clark said.
u.sed for any administrative purpHTses.
All engineering students have
Based on a rough estimate of 4,782
enrolled students, this means that an
see FEES, page 6
.idditional $956,000 per quarter will
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Professor opens home to children
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E du cation professor M aryL u d B aldw in has b een a fo s te r p a re n t to m o re th a n 2 0 ch ild ren .
By Sara H ow ell
M USTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

On the first fliHir ot the business
building sits a small office, with
the customary clutter of a busy
professor.
But the clutter in this office is
different from most.
In a corner stands a small,
portable crib filled with soft baby
toys. The walls are covered with
hand-scrawled pictures of ch il
dren, and the smiling faces of boys
and girls of all ages shine down on
visitors.
The professor in this office is

also different. She boasts the typi
cal professor glasses, along with a
purple sling made tor carrying a
baby that covers her entire front.
Inside the pouch, a small infant
clad in pink sleeps quietly as edu
cation professor MaryLud Baldwin
quietly goes about her business.
Baldwin acts as a foster parent
for infants, many of whom .she
picks up directly from the neo
natal intensive care unit.
“They often have problems with
(being premature) and often times
with drug and alcohol," she said.
“And they very often have devel
opmental delays and ongoing

problems, which 1 am able to work
with them on.”
Baldwin’s doctorate in special
education with an emphasis on
severe disabilities makes her a
prime candidate to help these chil
dren.
“It gives me an academic back
ground to knowing more about
these children,” she said.
But the academic understanding
represents only a small portion of
what Baldwin does for the children
she fosters. She treats each child
individually, giving him or her the

see BALDWIN, page 2

Colleagues, family remember long-time Poly professor
By Andrea Svoboda
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

From fixing a broken computer to
navigating his way through the anintryside, Ed Glas.sco was always kxiking
for a challenge.
This is the quality that his friends
and family remember most aKiut him.
Last Friday evening, the Cal Poly
mathematics profes.sor died. He was 61.
Although the exact cause of death
has yet to be determinc'd, his family
concluded it was a massive heart attack
due to bypass surgery four years ago.
Cilas-sco had taught at Cal Poly since
1968.
Mathematics profes.sor Sheryl
O ’Neill was his colleague and friend.
She knew him as the self-taught com
puter gum who helped with computer
problems.
“He was so unique, with his cowKiy
hat and dark pants,” O ’Neill .said. “Yet
he was a warm individual who always

helped when while walking back to the mathematics
needed.”
building. After talking for a while,
Math pm- Glassco asked Thompson on a date.
fessor Kent The two were married on July 31,
Morrison
1978, and have ime daughter,
agreed that Maureen, now 31.
Glassco loved
Thompson said that while her hus
working with band was a shy man, it did not mean he
c o m p u te rs , was not paying attention to the people
more spccifi- around him.
c a 1 1 y
“(He was) not very talkative unless
COURTESY PHOTO
Macintoshes.
he had something to .say,” she said. “He
“He wouldn’t touch a PC,”
likeLl to watch what was going on.”
Morrison said.
An avid reader, Glassco’s favorite
Gla.ssco met his wife Julie
htxTks were Sherkx:k Holmes, science
Thompson while he was teaching at
fiction novels and works of Mark
California State University, Hayward
Twain. When he went into a lxx)kduring 1974 and 1975.
Thompson wiis a graduate student at store, he would come out with at least
the Cal State Hayward and was briefly three Ixxiks. Once they were his, he
in one of his classes, hut it was at an never gave any of them away,
on-campus ctincert that the two met. Thompson said.
“Ed never met a book he didn’t
Following the concert, Glassco and
Thompson stmek up a conversation like,” she said.
The couple’s Cayucos house was

“ H e was so unique, with his cowboy hat and dark
pants. Yet he was a warm individual who always helped
when needed.”
Sheryl O'Neill

colleague and friend
right across the street from the iKcan. Top. Before he cut his hair and heard,
There was a uniquely shaped rcKk by Glas.sco actually Kx^ked like a memher,
the water that Glassco would sit on to TlTompson said.
read, Thompson said. Unfortunately,
He was a curious man, Thompson
winter storms washed the rcKk away, added. When they were driving some
forcing Glassco to find a new place to where, Gla.ssco would always take the
relax.
back n>ad.s, the kind of roads that got
“He called it his reading riKk,”
smaller and smaller and would go
TTompson said.
through three farms before you got
Gla.ssco also had a love for music,
where you were going, she said.
including I'hxieland, jazz, classical and
He also liked to figure out how
riKk. While in high schtxil and college,
he played the saxophone. Years later, things worked.
“He was always like, ‘1 wonder how'
in Berkeley, Glassco also learned to
this works...how this opens...cxips,”’
play Indian flutes.
One of his favorite bands was ZZ Thompson said.
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attention for his own special needs.
While a child stays in her home,
Baldwin treats him or her the same
as she does her own children.
“(The infants) are a little difficult
to console, a little jittery and they
have some extra tone in their mus
cles,” she said. “Very often they have
permanent problems that require
special education.”
O f the 20-plus children that she
has fostered, Baldwin has adopted
six. They range in age from four to
23 years old.
As if fostering babies with special
needs and raising six children of her
own wasn’t enough, Baldwin also
teaches full-time at Cal Poly.
“1 teach with (the baby) in the
sling, and most of the time she does
really well,” she said. “Sometimes
she gets a little fussy and 1 have to
take a break. For the first couple of
months, she is kind of like part of my
body.”
Baldwin started foster parenting
more than 20 years ago. She wanted
to adopt a child and thought that
going through the social services
department made sense. Because she
is a single woman, social services
denied her first attempt at becoming
a foster parent.
Rather than discouraging her, the
denial only made Baldwin’s desire to
be a foster parent, and eventually a
mother, stronger.
“1 said ‘I’ll show them!”’ she said.
“So 1 went hack to schcx)! and got my
Ph.D., bought a house and got estab
lished with a church. I thought,
‘They can’t say no now!”’
By the time Baldwin reapplied as a
foster parent, the social services
department had changed its policies
and now welcomed single parents for
foster and adoption.
, “So 1 went through the program
and they placed me with an 18month-old baby girl,” she said.
“T hat’s my oldest daughter.”
Since then^ Baldwin has been a
foster parent and a firm advocate for
those wishing to become foster par

LaserHairBemml
'

ents. She is the president of the local
Foster Parent Association and con
tinues to accept foster children when
the need arises.
“I’ve told (the association) that 1
wouldn’t do it any more,” she said.
“But when they really need some
body to take a child out of the hos
pital, they call me. 1 tell them that it
is not a good time, but they call back
a few hours later and then 1 usually
end up doing it. 1 think they have
figured out that I am not good at say
ing no.”
W hen the babies are very small.

“ W h e n they really need
somebody to take a child
out of the hospital, they
call me. I tell them that it
is not a good time, but
they call back a few hours
later and then I usually
end up doing it. I think
they have figured out that I
am not good at saying n o .”
M aryLu d Baldw in
education professor
like the one she is currently caring
for, Baldwin keeps them with her
constantly. The infants need that
contact to help them bond and
because they are fragile, she said.
Such close contact creates a
strong bond between Baldwin and
the infant. She admits that giving
the baby back after caring for it can
be difficult.
“1 still feel grief, but a part of me
feels good,” she said. “Once I’ve got
ten them healthier and stronger and
I’ve met with the adoptive parents
and 1 get to know them better it feels
OK, because 1 know that what 1 did
made a difference.”
But a person doesn’t need to
invest the same level of effort as
Baldwin to be a foster parent. Many
options exist for people to make a
difference in a child’s life.
Cal Poly psychology professor
Laura King also joined the foster par
ent program in San Luis Obispo.

King joined with the intent of
adopting a child rather than just fos
tering a baby and then sending him
or her to another permanent resi
dence.
“What happens in a ‘fost-adopt’
situation is that you’re willing to be
a foster parent to a child, but social
services places a child with you
when they expect they will he put up
for adoption because there doesn’t
seem to be great odds that they will
he able to be placed with the birth
parent,” she said.
In a fost-adopt situation, however,
there is a risk that the child m'ay still
go back to his or her parents.
“1 just wanted to be a mother,”
King said. “I was well aware of social
services and their operations, so I
knew that they had a lot of children
who either have been abused or
neglected and so they are sometimes
available for adoption.”
King explored the different
options and eventually was placed
with a 2-month-old baby girl. After a
transition period, during which she
visited the baby at the foster home,
the baby came to live with King.
“She is a very happy and healthy
18-month-old,” King said. “She is
very active and always moving
around.”
There are over 2,500 foster care
cases in San Luis Obispo, and foster
parents are needed throughout the
county.
In many cases, the goal is to keep
from moving the children from their
current location to avoid disrupting
their lives, Baldwin said. The county
is
moving
toward
involving
“resource parents,” who act as men
tor and a stable source of guidance
for children as they grow without
having to commit to adoption or
longtime foster care.
T he foster care relationship is
mutually beneficial, Baldwin said.
“The biggest benefit of doing this
is feeling like you’ve made a differ
ence in a child’s life, no matter how
small,” she said. “Knowing that you
gave them that really important start
in their growth and development is
what really matters. When things get
a little tough, 1 have to remind
myself that is what it is all about.”
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Jewelry Sale
10% off
Cal Poly students
November through December

Sterling Silver, 14k Gold,
Titanium, Ear Piercing,
Diamond Fashion,
Colored Stones, Pearls
Certain restrictions apply.
740 Higuera S t. San Luis Obispo
805-544-1088

Valencia

Full line of Dennystkjue Shin Care Products
Corrective Treatments for vericose veins, a^e spots,
rosacea and other skin conditions

Student Apartments

Furnished bedrooms / Living Room
Recreation Center with TV Lounge & Weight Room
Computer Lab with FREE internet access
Heated Pool and G am e Room
Som e Newly Remodeled Apartments still available

Wake-up make-up

Peniment Make-up: brows, eyeliner, single eyeliner,
lip liner h beauty math. Licensed tnake-up specialists.

W e have DRASTICALLY
reduced our rents to fill our
last remaining rooms and
apartments. Stop by our
Leasing Office for
details on our specials!
Rents starting as low as
$400 per month!
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Office o f Louis Caruso, M.D.
Call f o r Free consultation ( 805) 543-1320
11 JO Pacific St., SLO
Other locatiotu; Santa Barbara, Irvine, Sacato, Beverly Hilli, La Jolla, Son

(per room for Month-to-Month
contracts only)
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Intemational/National News

Mustang Daily

NationalBriets
Election m ay strain D em ocratic
state's ties to GOP W ashington

import cocaine, was in an SUV with
two other men Tuesday when two
undercover deputies tried to arrest
him.
When Castellanos tried to drive
away, a deputy fired a shot through the
vehicle’s rear passenger window and
struck him in the back, Polk County
sheriff’s spokeswoman Michal Shanley
said.
The incident remained under
investigation,
U.S.
marshals
spokesman Ed Hurley said. Marshak
can fire on suspects or fugitives if they
pose a danger to the marshal, a fellow
deputy or another person, he said.

Two twin 14-year-old girk and their
mother, Kathleen Wortman Jones, 34,
of Bamegat, were charged in the heist
along with a 16-year-old stepsister and
Jones’ husband.
Police said they stole because they
were facing foreclosure on their run
down ranch house and needed the
money to pay the mortgage.
Neighbors said 11 people stayed at
the house at a time, including a 13year-old boy, a grandmother with one
leg and an uncle who is a disabled vet
eran.
The twins, whose names weren’t
released because they are juveniles, are
charged with armed robbery, posses
sion of a firearm and theft.

LOS ANGELES - Republicans are
more firmly in charge in Washington.
Democrats rule in California. Can this
be a good thing for the state?
Even before Tuesday’s election,
California’s leading Democrats com
plained the Bush administration was
ignoring California on energy and
water issues, particularly compared to
the attention lavished on the state by
the Clinton administration.
California
Democrats
only
strengthened their hold on power
'Teenage Thelm a & Louise'
Tuesday. They swept statewide offices,
charged in stickup; police say
retained control of the state
fa m ily needed m oney
IntemationalBrieis
Legislature and added a Democrat to
BARNEGAT, N.J. - When two
the state’s congressional delegation,
teenage girls walked into the Sun Tw elve killed in train fire in
already lopsided in favor of Democrats.
National Bank and announced a stick- eastern France
“We shouldn’t expect more atten
up, branch manager Linda Williams
NANCY, France - An overnight
tion as a result of this election,” said
thought it was a prank.
train heading for Austria caught fire in
Sherry Bebitch Jeffe, a political scien
They were 5-feet-2 inches tall, one eastern France, filling a sleeping car
tist at the University of Southern
in a black knit ski mask, the otlier with with smoke and killing 12 passengers
California.
a nylon stocking over her face. One inside, officiak said Wednesday. Nine
California is central to Democratic
carried what looked like a silver hand people were injured.
presidential hopes. Its 55 electoral
gun.
The fire broke out as the Parisvotes are more than a fifth of what is
It was almost noon, two days before Munich train with 150 passengers on
needed to win.
Halloween.
board was passing through the city of
Bush proved he could win without
“What is this, a joker’ Williams Nancy, officiak in the Meurthe-etthe state. A1 Gore beat Bush by 1.3
said.
Moselle region said. The train was
million votes in California in 2000.
“No, we ain’t (expletive) joking,” heading for the southern German city,
one of them replied. “Give us your according to French rail authority
Fugitive shot dead w hile fleeing
money.” Williams handed a black plas SNCF. The train had left Paris three
U ^ . marshals
tic trash bag to the teller.
hours earlier.
HAINES CITY, Ha. - An escaped
The teller stuffed $3,500 in cash
Authorities were initially attribut
convict was killed as he attempted to
into the bag and the girk ran out, ing the cause to an electrical problem,
flee from deputy U.S. marshals.
jumping into a getaway car driven by possibly in the heating system.
Juan Castellanos, who was serving a
their mother, authorities said.
A train conductor first noticed
sbt-year sentence for conspiracy to
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smoke pouring out of a wagon at about
2:15 a.m. as the train passed the Nancy
station. The train pulled to a stop
about 800 yards past the station, and
firefighters rushed in.
“Rescuers got to the scene at 2:22
a.m. They discovered the first sleeping
car charred,” regional official JeanFrancois Cordet said. “Inside were 12
dead, nine injured.”
Those killed were six men, five
women and one child, authorities said.
Their nationality was not immediately
known.
Chief firefighter Jean-Louis Modere
said most victims died of smoke
inhalation, though he did not say
exactly how many.

British intelligence report suggests the
opfxisite - that U.N. sanctions have
kept such equipment out of Iraqi
hands.

Vatican drafts new guidelines
fo r accepting priestly candi
dates

VATICAN CITY - The Vatican
said Tuesday it is drafting new guide
lines for accepting candidates for the
priesthood that will address the ques
tion of whether gays should be barred.
The brief statement by the
Vatican’s Press Office gave no indica
tion what the conclusion may be
despite news reports that the docu
ment will include directives against
the admission of homosexuals.
Gaps and discrepancies,'probaVatican congregations have been
blys' and 'm ays' cloud Iraqi
studying the issue for several years, hut
nuclear assessments
the question has received renewed
WASHINGTON, D.C. - In tens of attention after the clerical sex abuse
thousands of words, many of them scandal in the United States.
“may,” “could” and “probably,” intelli
Most of the victims of molestation
gence agencies and private analysts by priests have been adolescent boys.
have sketched out a portrait in uncer Experts on sex offenders say there is no
tainty and called it the Iraqi quest for credible evidence that homosexuals
are more likely than heterosexuak to
doomsday weapons.
A close review of recent in-depth abuse children, but several church
reports shows that at times U.S. and leaders have argued that gay cle i^ are
British intelligence organirations and to blame for the scandal.
The Press Office said the
other specialkts contradict or fail to
support each other’s assertions on Iraq Congregation for Catholic Education
and nuclear weapons, assertions that has begun drafting the dtxument, but
are often unsubstantiated.
no publication date has been set. It
A key passage in the U.S. intelli will not be publkhed at least until next
gence report, for example, says Iraq year, the office said.
“may” have acquired technology to
substantially speed production of Briefs compiled from The Associated
atomic bomb material. But no con Press wire service by Mustang Daily
crete evidence is offered, and the news editor Andra Coberly.
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Longing for a kinder,
gentler dating era

Path to life not
always straight

othing in this world is permanent. Not wealth, not beauty and not even the great and terrihie reign ot Abercrombie & Fitch. As we get older, stuff that we took for granted will start to
crumble and fade; I’m already squirreling away money for Botox injections and chemical
peels. But oite thing our generation never has to mourn is the loss of chivalry, courtship and dating.
Why?
Because it’s already dead.
T hat funeral took place long before we were horn, when our mothers were wearing tight jeans
and Farrah Fawcett hair, popping Ortho-TriCycline like tic-tacs.
Our fathers, swaggering around in polyester with full heads of hair, were demonized for
repressing women. In the crossfire of that war, fought with picket signs and hra burnings, certain
dating norms were shot to a bloody pulp.
Some women grew suspicious of men and their motives: “1 can open
my own car door!” “Don’t you call me ‘baby’!” “I’m not your property!”
“1 want sex! W ITH O U T marriage!”
This kind ot rhetoric confused and challenged many men until they
were just exhausted. Don’t get me wrong; 1 think the feminist revolution
was fantastic. Without it. I’d probably he career-less, addicted to Oprah and
Chips Ahoy.
But no social uprising is without consequence. 1 think men got so fed
up with trying and tailing to understand and please women that they
simply gave up. It wasn’t worth it to come up with new strategies
because the stKial climate was constantly changing. There weren’t any
sate angles to play, so they realized women would eventually come to
them.
And we women did.
Boys, let me tell you a little secret: Girls hate to chase you. We hate
it more than Pauly Shore movies, more than Tijuana food poisoning,
more than parking in the horse unit. Being aggressive in the bedroom, however, is a whole different
story; once we know that there is mutual interest, we have no problem taking the lead. But in the
delicate beginning of a relationship, to he the only one calling or making plans makes us feel like
big, oaty Amazons hunting down ^ -------------------- -- —------------------------- ------------- —

N

Spanish settlers in the jungle.

As we get older, Stuff that we took foT grant-

strips us of our God-given femininity

^d will Start to crumble and fad e... out One

and the opportunity to charm and

thing our generation never has to mourn is
o f c h w d r y , COUTtship and dating.

hetulle you. It makes u. think you
don t want to he seen in public with
us or salt your game with other
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(U-W IRE) DURHAM, N.C. - “And to
you C students, you too can be president of
the United States,” President George W.
Bush told the Yale University class of 2001.
While Bush’s statement received giggles
from some, it gave hkipe to others. Our very
own commander-in-chief, love him or leave
him, knows what it means to fail.' In fact,
many of the great successes of today were at
one time considered hopeless failures.
In the crazed time of job hunting, we
seniors measure ourselves by numbers and
bulleted accomplishments. We hear stories
of the people who’ve “made it” and worry
that we are already far behind.
Theodore Roosevelt had written his first
book by the time he graduated from
Harvard. Richard Branson started Virgin
Records in
high school.
But for every
child prodigy who becomes an adult
genius, there is a still growing grown-up
who finds his or her path only when the
time is right.
Some well-known success stories give us
comfort. We can smirk if Micro.soft fails to
offer a second round, knowing that Bill
Gates probably wouldn’t have hired him
self. We can begin a pipe-dream screenplay,
picturing Ben Affleck’s transformation from
Matt Damon’s ckiuch dweller to j.L o’s play
boy.
Here I’ve selected a few more “failure”
stories to help you breathe easier during the
job search. Put them on the fridge next to
your rejection letters. Post them on the
bathroom mirror with your morning
mantra. Success is painted by struggle, and
it’s not about where you start but where you
finish.
Bush wasn’t the only president who did
n’t look destined for the office from the getgo. West Point graduate, Ulysses S. Grant,
was kicked out of the military for drinking.
After bankrupting himself in personal husines.ses ventures, he retreated to his father
fkir a job, or even at nepkitism.
However, when he entered the Civil
War, his exemplary leadership turned to
heroism, and his vices no longer seemed so
vile. When some politicians complained to
Lincoln about-the general’s drinking prob
lem, Lincoln responded: “You find out what
kind of whiskey General Grant drinks, and
I’ll send a case of it to all my generals.”
The best ideas are often called insane.
Patch Adams became interested in medi
cine when he found himself in «a mental
ward— as a patient. Frustrated with the
state o f medical care, he trained to be a doc
tor and started healing with humor.
He is currently working on construc
tion of a free medical clinic, and dkictors
around the world are mimicking his
methkid of bringing joy to patients by
donning a clown suit.
How about the man some of us wake

Commentary

i

'^hy? Because it s already dead.

chicks. And it upsets the balance of
power for the remainder ot the relationship: If I ask a guy out first, 1 will always wonder whether
he said “yes" to be polite or because he really likes me. And it robs men of their masculine, Prince
Charming magnetism.
But to he fair, 1 have gone on a gotid many dates. Some are classic dinner-and-a-movie, some are
thrilling trips to the go-kart track and some never quite get off the gnmnd.
Every girl 1 know has had a guy ask her out, then downgrade it the next day. If you ask a woman
out, you must follow through! Make sure your calendar is clear and your cell phone off. Same for you,
ladies; it you say “yes” to a date, don’t do it to get a free dinner or an ego Kxjst. Rejection is always
K'tter than deception.
Ski let’s say the date actually happ*ens. Just one last fia.sco: The check. The question of who should
pay on dates is older than Cher, and twice as controversial.
1 get super uncomfortable over the whole money issue. It makes me feel like I’m somehow indebt
ed to the guy, even though he and 1 both know that I’m not. My friends and I frequently discuss the
nasty habit of girls that just throw down their ATM card or offer to pay for the movie.
My mother, a lady to no end, thinks it utterly wrong for a woman to pay her own way on a date:
“Women spend hundreds of dollars to look the way they do, to he charming and attractive. You’ve
already paid for the date just by being as lovely as you are!”
Aw, thanks Mama.
Antiquated though it may skiund, she’s right, at least for the first few dates. Once in a comfortable
relationship, the rules change and things even out.
The general rule of thumb is: Whoever asks is the one that pays.
Ski bkiys, if you want to impress a girl, take her out and show her she’s worth it. And ladies, if you
dkin’t see much of a change, drop by my house.
I’m Wkirking on a time machine made out of a Mr. Q iftee and Kkxil-Aid packets. If all else fails in
this millennium. I’ll see you in 1973!
“Saturday Night Fever” hurrah!

Shallon Lester is a speech communication senior and Mustang Daily columnist. Like what you see
and want to see some more? Or, do you have a question that needs answering? E-mail Shallon at
shallonlester@hotmail.com.
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If you haven t found the career
of your dreams in your first
four months in the real world,
just remember you have 4 0
more years of working to go.
To quote a song about a very
famous duck made legendary
by an enterprising cartoonist,
“ G o on and try your luck."
up to every morning? After having three
shows canceled and being fired from
another. Matt Lauer was so fed up with
show business that he answered an ad to
be a tree surgeon. W hen the phone rang
later, it was not the tree trimming service
calling hack but W N BC asking him to
host Today in New York. His starring role
in the N BC affiliate’s morning line-up
led to his current position at the net
work’s Today show.
The dorky kid on the brixim may have
reflected his writer’s need to fly away. j.K.
Rowling, famed creator of Harry Potter, has
recently lived a personal fairly tale. A
divorced, single mom living on welfare,
Rowling wrote Harry Potter and the
Sorcerer’s Stone at a table in a café during
her daughter’s naps.
Although Rowling’s book was snapped
up right away, either writers haven’t
been so lucky. Pat Conway, author of
Prince of Tides, was so desperate to sell
his book that he was willing to pay for
its publication. W hen he finally got a
bite from one publishing company, he
said he couldn’t afford the $ 7 ,500 price
tag. He couldn’t believe it when they
explained that was the amount they
were going to pay him.
Sometimes it doesn’t even take a degree
to make mkiney. IViuglas Tompkins, future
creator of The North Face, was a high
schkxil Urkip-kiut who hung out in Chile as a
ski bum and then worked in California as a
tree topper and mountain guide.
He met his wife when she picked him up
as a hitchhiker in her VW Bug. After
founding The North Face with a $5,000
loan, Tompkins and wife Susie went on to
create multi-million dollar clothing line
Esprit de Corps.
These stories remind us that the path to
success often parallels that of self-discovery.
If you haven’t found the career of your
dreams in your first four months in the real
world, just remember you have 40 more
years of working to go.
To quote a song abkiut a very famkius duck
made legendary by an enterprising cartoon
ist, “Go on and try your luck.”

Julie Smith is a staff writer for The
Chronicle (Duke U.)
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Wrong to
steal, print
Cobain's
thoughts
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Poky’s Cal Poly Adventures

have always kept a journal, and one of my hijigest fears
is that it will end up in the hands of the wrong person.
So when I heard that Kurt Cobain of the band'
Nirvana was to have his most personal and intimate
thoughts released in a new book “Journals,” 1 was disgust
ed.
As a fan of Nirvana, it is not difficult recalling the shock
ing day, April 8, 1994, when

I

Bakjj (y>es te ol. fcctbeJii

Commentary

M TV broadcast the news that
Kurt Cobain was dead. A
younger generation was left wondering why the grungy
bleach blond-haired, tied-died shirt and Converse-wearing
musician took his own life.
Eight-and-a-half years later, the question is the same,
and buying this book is not going to give people the answer
as to “why.”
Instead, it is appalling that people just about everywhere
will be analyzing and dissecting Cobain’s nightmarish ide
ologies about life.
The 280-page book is a collection of Cobain’s 23 spiral
dime-store journals, starting in 1987 and ending with his
suicide in April 1994.
The diary entries include letters, band memos, drawings
and early handwritten versions of the Nirvana songs,
including the hit “Smells like Teen Spirit.” It also has
entries mentioning his drug addiction, his love life and his
ailments within the music industry.
We already know that Cobain was a messed up heroin
addict who was constantly tortured by the media. The
release of these not-meant-for-public journals only con
tributes to the way he felt about the circus of the media
and his privacy.

It is creepy to think that Love is making
money off her dead husband.. .handing
over Cohains soul to the entire world,
that is just sick.
“T he most violating thing I’ve felt this year is not the
media exaggerations or the chatty gossip, but the rape
of my personal thoughts,” one Cobain entry reads.
“Ripped out of pages from my stay in hospitals and aero
plane rides, hotel stays, etc. 1 feel compelled to say f--k
you. F—k you to those who have absolutely no regard for
me as a person. You have raped me harder than you’ll
ever know.”
It felt morbid even reading this excerpt, recently pub
lished in Newsweek and taken from his journals. It gives an
.example of how he felt toward those who “raped” him of
his privacy and stole his written words.
Obviously, those responsible for publishing his private
nightmares had no problem violating him and turning him
into an open book.
O f course, his widow Courtney Lx>ve is behind the
release of the journals and, once again, she is using her hus
band’s celebrity status to make money. Reportedly,
Riverhead Books paid her a handstime sum of $4 million
for the privilege of publishing the journals.
It is creepy to think that Love-is making money off her
dead husband. So why did she turn Into a sell-out? It is
doubtful that .she is in de.sperate need of money; instead,
she is greedy for it.
‘ \
Yes, she has had a difficult life with the deterioration of
her band and a much-criticized attempt at acting. But
handing over Q ibain’s soul to the entire world; that is just
sick.
Instead of contributing to the rape of a man’s private
thoughts, save your money and either ¿»urchase the
Nirvana single “You Know You’re Right" or buy the recent
ly-released Nirvana “Greatest Hits” collection.

Rachelle Ackley is a Journalism senior and Mustang Daily
staff writer.

.
by Mette Hornung Rankin

Letters to the editor
Every last vote counts

nothing to do with alcohol; it had to do
with prior events.
There were not any drunk in publics
given. Neither the city of San Luis
Don’t think your vote counts?
Obispo, nor us, pressed charges. SLO Brew
Think again. At 12:03 a.m. Tuesday, didn’t even press charges. Second, to call
the
California
elections
site it a fight is like calling Tapango’s excellent
(vote2000.ss.ca.gov) reported a tight race five-star dining cuisine. It sounds impres
between the Demcx:ratic and Republican sive, but if you saw it there really wasn’t
candidates for the office of state controller very much to it.
(77 percent of precincts reported).
Si.-) the craziest fight ever? 1 am flattered
Though the Democrat Steve Westly was and 1 know 1 am lucky that the outcome
in the lead, his Republican counterpart was not worse, but this incident could
trailed by only 5,500 votes, a tiny margin have happened at 2 p.m. rather than 2
given that nearly 5 million Californians a.m.
had voted for this office.
Since the invention of women, alcohol,
Perhaps I’ll eat these words, but 1 will bars and male testosterone, there have
say with stime confidence that most Cal been related fights. If you close down the
Poly students have no idea what a state bars at 1 a.m., then your fights will just
controller does. I will further propose that come a little early. People will still get
most Cal Poly students voted along party drunk and they will still tixil out after last
lines when voting for this office.
call, no matter what time is. Why doesn’t
Assuming that 43 percent of Cal Poly the city put their efforts into more impor
students voted in yesterday’s election (see tant issues - better late-night public trans
Tuesday’s Mustang Daily front page survey portation perhaps? Maybe a shuttle system
results), then the 8,000 of us who voted or more cabs.
could have easily affected the 5,500-vote
If you are responsible enough to know
spread and possibly the outcome of the when you have had too much to drink and
state controller race. Now if we could only you* walk home, leaving yt)ur car down
know what the state controller does.
town, you: 1. Are a sitting duck for cops to
give out drunk in publics/fill quotas, which
Eli Snell is an electrical engineering grad they love to give. 2. Get a ticket on your
student.
car. Not only is it the next morning if it is
in a metered spot, but now they have this
absolutely ingenious idea to start a latenight parking fine.
So you wake up hung over, and when
you return to your car with your Crystal
Geyser kittle in hand, you have not one
I have read about my exceptionally fun but two tickets to pay.
and exhilarating window magic trick, an
This ptises the question, “Could it actu
event that 1 would like to forget about, ally be safer for you to drive home drunk
three times now in your newspaper. Yes, I instead of being responsible.^’ At least
am the individual that was pushed financially yes, because the SLOPD makes
through the window at SLO Brew.
it seem this way. However, I will leave that
The window was never broken at topic for a writer of the Daily to finish.
Mother’s.
I find it amusing that every time the Michael Coldani is a crop science and
story is told, it gets better and more inter agribusiness senior.
esting. I think the last mention called it
the “craziest fight downtown.”
It is a shame that everything that has
been said has been hearsay stated by indi
viduals who need a gtxxl story for argu
ment’s sake regarding bar closure times.
Mainly, I am sick of the fact that my
I’m sick and tired of hearing frat kiys
story is being used as a main incident to nag about “getting busted.” They com
back these bar and alcohol proposals. The plain about the police department, the
truth of the matter is that the incident had “stupid” laws and the “slocals.”

Editor,

Better solutions to the
'downtown problems'
Editor,

Frat boys in the news are
getting boring
Editor,

Now, lets lotik at a few facts: A great
majority of frat members like to smoke
weed and drink beer without being both
ered. Another fact is that a majority of frat
members are Republicans.
Ironically, Republicans are the ones
that want to continuously make marijua
na illegal, and keep the drinking age at
21 .
Alsti, they want to enforce curfew laws,
and increase the police force in San Luis
Obispo! I am amazed as to why frat mem
bers are Republicans!
IT MAKES ABSOLUTELY NO
SENSE!
Why would you votefor, or support
someone that is going to infringe on your
rights? If you want to be Republican, then
STO P whining aKiut the laws that ytiu
“supposedly” support.

Joshua Kob is a political science sopho
more who thinks that a majority of frat
boys partied their brain cells away.

Letter policy
Mustang Daily reserves the right
to edit letters for grammar, profonities and length. Please limit length
to 250 words. Letters should
include the writer's full name,
phone number, major and class
standing.
By mail:
Letters to the Editor
Building 26, Room 226
Gil Poly, San Luis Obispo
C A 93407

By fax:
(805) 756-6784

By e-mail: mustangdaily@hotmail.com
Letters must come from a Cal
Poly e-mail account. Do not send
letters as an attachment. Please
send the text in the body of the email.
Attention:
Your letter will not be printed
unless you submit it in the correct
format.
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Experts break down SLO County economy
By Nick Hopping
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

After months of crunching» numhers and analyzing pages of data,
three
distinguished
economic
experts will explain what they see in
their crystal hall for the San Luis
Ohispo County economy in 2003.
The 2002 San Luis Ohispo
County Economic Forecast Seminar
will he held at the Embassy Suites
Hotel, on Friday at 8 a.m.
“(T he experts) have economic
models that they use to come up
with a projection of how the econo

my will shake out the upcoming
The keynote speakers include
year,” said Patti Rode, event seminar Watkins, Sacramento Bee columnist
coordinator.
Dan Walters and David HayesThe 11 th-annual program features Bautista, professor at the University
presenters who will review the local of California at Los Angeles.
The presenters have taken into
and national economies of 2002 and
interpret the outlook for the 2003 account city populations, retail sales,
vacancy rates, housing stock and
local econiimy.
“We look at San Luis Ohispo new building data for Arroyo
County housing prices, the impact of Grande, Atascadero, Grover Beach,
high housing prices, gross product, Morro Bay, Paso Robles, Pismo
job distribution and the tourism Beach, San Luis Obispo and unin
industry,” said Bill Watkins, execu corporated San Luis Obispo County.
tive director of the Economics
“We do a forecast of the economy
Forecast Project at the University of by looking at short-term economic
indicators,” Watkins said.
California at Santa Barbara.

The presenters have gone over
home prices, sales data and office,
industrial and retail building values
for cities in San Luis Obispo County.
They published a book on their find
ings that also covers gross county
product, employment and average
salary in the county.
Walters has been a journalist for
more than 40 years, most of them
spent with a California newspaper.
In 1981, Walters began writing
California’s only daily newspaper
column devoted to the state’s politi
cal, economic and social events. His
syndicated column appears in more

than 50 California newspapers.
Walters will he speaking about
Tuesday’s elections at the seminar.
Hayes-Bautista is a professor at
the UCLA School of Medicine and
director of the university’s Center for
the Study of Latino Health and
Culture. He will discuss macro-eco
nomic changes regarding the
Hispanic community and demo
graphics of the new economy.
Watkins will review the San Luis
Obispo County economic forecast.
“Residents can come away know
ing something important about their
community,” Watkins said.

FEES

and the majority of the money goes department, Swartz said. This is due
toward increased class availability to the interplay between majors and
through new faculty hires.
support services that all students use.
continued from page 1
“We have hired for this year a
Students are concerned about the
number of visitors, and we are in the time to receive their degree and the
access to additional sections offered
process of hiring 10 new tenure-track committees’ spending addresses the
this quarter, Clark said.
positions,” Swart: said.
issue, Swartz said. To aid in a timely
“We are offering additional sec
The college would not offer as graduation, money is being spent to
tions in statics, dynamics and ther
many sections without the increase, increase the support for students.
modynamics,” he added. “These are
she said. The number of sections cur
This includes improving the advis
service courses, so lots of student.s—
rently offered exceeds the numbei ing center, computer labs and indus
not just mechanical engineers— are
requested by the university, but she trial technology labs. The advising
benefiting.”
said some students still experience center now has peer advisers and an
Not all students have seen
schedule conflicts.
additional professional academic
improvements in course availability,
“Some students are still having adviser.
however. Civil engineering senior
problems with getting a teacher at a
The redesigned Web site provides
Melanie Walling said there are fewer
specific time, but there are only sc advising information at any time,
sections offered, particularly in her many sections the faculty can teach,’
Swartz said, and both the computer
concentration of structural engineer Swart: said. “The goal is to graduate
labs and industrial technology labs
ing.
here in four years and set students up have more student assistants.
“(The concentration was) going to succeed. That’s our job.”
The fee has influenced the number
to offer three to four more upper-divi
Business junior Ray Motta saie of units students take. Associate
sion classes, but they did not have the that he has not seen much change Dean Doug Cerf said.
teachers because (the teachers) were due to the fee increase, although he
“I have noticed that the number of
all teaching lower-division classes has heard that more classes are avail student credit units is going up,” he
instead,” she said.
able.
said. “Definitely students have been
“1 tLX>k a priority and I did not get impacted by it.”
Orfalea College of Business
the professor 1 wanted for one of my
Increasing the number of sections classes, but I think more people wil College of Agriculture
available is an issue that the Orfalea see the change by the time 1 am out ol
The College of Agriculture
College of Business addressed as well, here,” he said.
retained 10 percent of its total bud
said I\*an Terri Swartz.
The fee advisesry committee for the geted amount to put toward college
The college expects to receive college decided to spend all the wide programs such as the lahs in the
approximately $1.5 million dollars by money centrally, meaning the spend
see FEES 2, page 10
the end of the year from the increase. ing will not be broken down by

Coming up this week
^International Planning SeminarTonight from 5:30 to 8 p.m. in Dexter Hall,
room 247 there will be The International
Planning Seminar, where professors will
share experiences from arounid the world.
*"Like Water for Chocolate" - The film will
be shown at the Multicultural Center
tonight at 6 p.m.
^MRI Made Simple - Today at 11 a.m. in
building 33, room 285 Amir Hudda will dis
cuss MRI technology.
^Business Plan Workshop - The
Entrepreneurship Club is hosting a work
shop Friday from 1 0 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the
library, room 202.The cost is $15 for m em 
bers and $25 for non-members.

Experienced life in the

middle east?
W e want to hear
about your experiences?

Ike Mustang Daly
blookingto
kea-tke ,
p en p ec-if
tweof 1
(tudenh
witkred
\
Sfeexperiencej
inikeMkkIelatt?

contact:
Andró Coberly
mu$tangdaily@(alpoly.edu

Did you like the
Poky cartoons
on page 6?
Find Poky's Cal Poly
Adventure postcards in
the Craft Center
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The battle for “ Queen of the Alps” plods along
each year in a small village in the Swiss Alps where
H eron cows battle for dominance. The weeklong festival attracts tourists and underscores
the close relationship between residents and
cows. But here on Poly’s agriculture campus,
where the scent of cow hangs in the air, would
the sport ever catch on? Ag major Abbey
Kingdon examines our relationship with cows.
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Opening a can of bovine whoop ass
By Abbey Kingdon

Sutter said. “The village plaza was labor costs. The method decreases
constructed with cows in mind, as a human-animal contact.
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
With such a strained relationship
well with bucket stands in the center
Ah, the docile dairy cow, of the plaza. Villagers walking their between cows and people, festivals like
California’s symbol of f»reat cheese cows into town can stop here for a those in Switzerland are out of the
and happy hovines. From the highway drink.’’
question.
we’ve all seen her at a distance; a
“Lots of big dairies tixlay are all
American cities might not have
speck of black and white grazini» on watering holes for cattle, but at one electronic,” Stokes said. “No one even
lush green pasture. She lifts her head time when farming was more common touches the cows.”
and gazes serenely as our cars pass.
Like Stokes, fellow Cal Poly
we did know our cows.
For Americans, ^ ................. ..............................................
But as the agribusiness student Billy Bugenig says
the dairy cow is a ^
livestock is his family’s livelihood.
I
J
•L L
agriculture
symhtd of domestic U u r boredom with, the
industry moves Bugenig grew up traveling the
farm life, the gener Swiss bovine sports may be toward
mass- California Cowboy’s Association ama
ous supplier of milk
production and teur rodeo circuit with his family,
and cheese with an due, in part, to our depen^ society as a which owns the West Coast Rodeo
inherent maternal dence on fast'paced enter'
whole becomes Company.
love for all.
The Bugenig family supplies the
more technotainment.
But high in the
livestcKk for nxleo performances.
logically
secluded Alps of
“The livestcx:k become part of you,”
advanced, the
Switzerland, the people of farming likelihood of ever having a traditional Bugenig said.
communities know a different cow.
Similar to the Swiss cattle, rodeo
Swiss cow fight around here diminishShe is small hut ferocious, a regular
livestiKk are bred and raised for per
woman-warrior. She leads her herd
“In Switzerland, they still have formance.
from the stables into the Alps every small herds and the cow fights are
Bugenig, like the Swiss farmers,
spring, bringing separate herds togeth unique to that people group,” Wooten knows that cattle are not stupid.
er, which means competition between said. “Here in America, we would
“The hulls get to know their rou
various herd leaders. In short, they probably kx^k at it and yawn.”
tine,” he said. “As scxrn as the guy falls
open a can of cow whixip-ass on each
Our boredom with the Swiss off, they stop bucking. When they are
other. The Swiss have turned this bovine sports may be due, in part, to not performing they are plumb gentle.
time of establishing a new herd leader our dependence on fast-paced enter When they are eating out behind the
into a national sport, holding match tainment.
arena, you can come up and sit on
es in village stadiums.
Or it could be that we are simply them. They know what it means to
The arena floor sits at the
perform.”
bitse of staggered seats rising
However, Bugenig said he
up from the ground like an
knew nothing about the
ancient Greek amphithe
Swiss tradition.
ater. In the grassy center,
In the West Coast Rodeo
two cows graze peacefully.
Qimpany, hulls perform for
TTie crowd waits. One cow
about 10 years before retire
wanders over to where her
ment, so the Bugenig family
owner sits. He gives her a
knows their bucking sttx:k
piece of bread. Her opptiwell.
nent notices the handout
“People think you want to
and trots toward her, conse
hurt the animals, but this
quently invading het territo
would just be hurting your
ryself,” Bugenig said. “1 think
She turns to meet her
my dad would rather see me
opponent with a ccKkcd and
get hurt than one of the ani
COURTESY PHOTO
lowered head, ramming the
mals.”
intruder in the shoulder and The Swiss cow fig h t m ig h t look viscious, b u t w ith
Organizations that don’t
file
d
-d
o
w
n
horns
and
slow
m
o
v
em
e
n
t
th
e
fig
h
t
forcing her away. “Inmider”
want to see any animal con
cow turns and they lock is m ore like a Sum o b a ttle , th e v ic to r w in n in g by flict as a form of entertain
staying her ground .
horns. The crowd n>ars.
ment
are
increasing.
The fight is on.
Regardless of the fact that
The Swiss breed of cattle used in out of tcxich with the cows.
farm culture is at stake and human“Cow fights would not work here at
cow fighting, Herens, are bred espe
animal connections are quickly
cially for this sport as well as meat and Cal Poly because we are such a high- becoming a rarity, groups like
milk production, according to the tech entertainment society," Wooten People for the Ethical Treatment of
Oklahoma State University animal said. “I see it in my classrooms all the Animals (PETA) are against all use
time; I have trouble teaching students
science Web site. This triple-purpose
if the material is not visually stimulat of animals for human entertain
breed comes in shades varying from
ing. Students have a short attention ment.
dark red to brown, often with a lighter
“Displays of human domination
span, which is due in part to our
stripe down the back. The breed is
in the form of ridiculous amuse
media-based culture.”
feisty by nature, but herd behavior in
ments
like cow fights are out of
Even for those students with longer
general creates the need for conflict
attention spans, spending an evening favor with the enlightened public,”
rather than aggression in the genes.
watching cow fights might not be their said Amy Rhodes, Animals in
“Within herd animals, a pecking
Entertainment specialist for PETA.
cup of tea.
order must be established to maintain
“If I had to choose between a docu “In the 21st century, we should have
the herd,’’ said Rudy Wcxiten, Cal
mentai^’ and a cow fight, I would advanced far beyond treating ani
Poly animal science professor. He
chtxTse the dcKumentary,” said Ana mals like props or toys.”
added that the animal at the top of
Williams, political science senior.
Enlightened students at Cal Poly
the pecking order has stKial superiori
“Maybe I would feel differently if I was will graduate and enter the work
ty and first access to ftxxl, water and raised with cows.”
world. The work won’t involve con
space. Once the order is established,
Jen Stokes, an agribusiness senior tact with cows, and even farm man
the herd will live in contentment.
who has posters of happy black and agers will spend more time with
In the Alps, a community’s con white dairy cows on the walls of her
computers than cows.
tentment hangs on Kivine ctmtent- apartment, is very in touch with her
Those out of the agriculture loop
ment.
cows. Stokes grew up seeing them at might only see cows while driving
The Swiss enjoy cow fights because least two times a day at milking at her
rural highways on vacation. Perhaps
they understand their cows. Strong parents’ dairy. She said she would
traditional ways of clcTse-knit farming enjoy watching a gixxl cow fight, but their children will point at dairy
communities keep this spcirt alive in realizes she would have to travel to cows grazing in a bunch atop a knoll
near the road. The parents explain
the 21st century.
Switzerland to see such an event.
that milk and cheese come from
“Villages in Switzerland are very
Stokes said she fears that the fami
conservative and they love their ly-based culture of small farmers, like these happy cows.
At 90 mph, the children in the
cows,” said Swiss resident Trisha those of the Swi.ss Alps and her own
Sutter, who resides in the town of family, are threatened by factory farm car might only see the docile second
tier of the food pyramid, never
Btinudaz.
ing.
knowing
the competitive potential
In Ekinaduz, the city makes nxtm
WcxTten said the large-scale opera
for its cows.
tions utilize machinery to carry out that lies beneath the black and
“Every cow has a hell and a name,” pnxluction priKedures to minimize white hides.

Agressive Cow Guide
X = Might drool on you.
XX = Occasionally kicks up dust by accident.
XXX = Loiiks at you kind of mean, possible charger.
XXXX = Has potential to charge. Can smell fear as well as oats.
XXXXX = True warrior cow who lives for battle and alfafa sprouts.
Herens
Swiss breed used for milk, meat
and fighting. Original (and so far
the only) stars of the cow fighting
ring.
Aggressiveness: XXXXX

Holstein
Developed in the Netherlands
and renowned for their milk pro
duction.
Aggressiveness: X

Jersey

Originally from an island in the
English Channel. Well-known for
their milk and hutter production.
Aggressiveness: XX

Chianina

Used originally as a draft animal,
now used for beef. Has reputation of
being hot-headed.
Aggressiveness: XXXX

Guernsey
Known for producing fat-rich
butter and high-protein milk. Has
gentle disposition and beautiful,
SLing-like mix).
Aggressiveness: X

These committees are looking for
^^representatives.
U n iv e rsity w id e C o m m itte e s

iA S i S tu d e n t G o ve rn m en t

G ra d u a te S tu d ie s C o m m itte e

fE x e c u tiv e S ta ff

In fo rm a fio '' C o m p e te n c e C o m m itte e

LI o b b y C o rp s

S .jm m e r A d v is in g P ro g ra m C o m m itte e

IU n iv e rs ity U n io n A d v is o ry B o a rd

C a l P o ly P la n C o n m ilte e
S u b s ta n c e U se a n d A b u s e A d v is o ry C o m m itte e
A d v is o ry C o m m itte e o n V ^ ik p la c e V io le n c e
C a m p u s S a fe ly a n d R sk M a n a g e m e n t C o m m itte e
A c a d e m ic S e n a te C o m m itte e s
F a c u lty A 'fa irs C o m r n lte e
F ric u lty A w a d s C o m m itte e
G ra n ts R e v te 'v C o -n m itte e
L ib ra ry C o m m tte e
■

'’J r

V V V V r ly

’
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Film

‘The Far Shore^ looks at global surf travel in ‘70s
By Olga Berdial

wanted me to prove my worthiness
by traveling with them so we sched
uled this trip to El Salvador. They
Enough traveling and surfing for wanted me to go down and do the
10 years of adventure, all packed hard-core traveler thing where we
into 60 minutes.
were staying in bungalows and
T h at’s what Greg Schell offers in sleeping in hammocks dealing with
his film “The Far Shore,” which bandits. There are a lot of banditos
adds a retrospective voice to the in El Salvador, so you have to be
famous voyage of surfers Craig very discreet about your actions.
Peterson and Kevin Naughton.
There are a lot of guys that will
“The Far Shore” is a mix of origi jump out on the street with
nal Supcr-8 film and photographs machetes and take everything that
shot by Peterson,
you own. So
and
present-day
............. ...................... ..............
you have to he
fairly cautious
hy S c h e u ''^
The teenage duo of
when you’re in
The teenage duo Pctersou and Naughton
that part of the
of Peterson and captured the attention of
world. So it
Naughton captured
-i
• l
l was right after
the attention
rnanj, With their heautiful the El Salvador
many, with their pictures and vivid stories
trip that 1 real
ly won their
beautiful pictures pujyHshed in Surfer
and vivid stories , ,
approval.
published in Surfer ^ n g a z m e .
MD:
magazine. Schell is
Kevin
now trying to recapture the original Craig approach Surfer magazine
intrigue that made the chronicled with the idea, or did the magazine
saga so interesting to a generation approach them?
ot surfers in the 1970s.
G S : Kevin and Craig went to
“Hearing the stories, seeing the Central America in early 1972, and
great places they traveled, the cul while they were there, they wrote
tures they encountered and the an article and sent it to Surfer mag
wonderful, beautiful aesthetic pho azine and Surter published the arti
tos they were showing, 1 just knew cle, then asked Kevin and Craig to
they had all the right elements to continue. They would usually get a
make an interesting film,” Schell check from Surter that would get
said.
them a little money to go to the
1 was able to talk to Schell about next place. It didn’t often arrive on
the aspects that make his masters’ time; so many times they had to
thesis film “T h e Far Shore” so kind of figure out how to sustain
appealing.
their existence. Craig tells a story
Mustang D aily: Before Peterson about having to sell some of his film
and Naughton agreed to the movie, just to stay alive. They had to sleep
did they set any terms?
on top of a whorehouse in Africa,
Greg Schell: O f course. They just because there was no other
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

CRAIG PETERSON

Irish surfer A llan D uke takes in e m p ty Baja p erfectio n at Punta
A breojos d u rin g a trip w ith "The Far Shore" subjects Craig Peterson
an d Kevin N au g h to n .T h is 1 9 8 0 p h o to sent hundreds o f C alifornians
on th e ir ow n quests south o f th e border. Today, several vacation
hom es stand a t this o n c e-em p ty spot.

91.3 KCPR

M o v ie /

® D ow ntow n San Luis Obispo

place that would allow them to stay
for free.
M D : W hat __________
is the ultimate
"The Far
message you’re
Shore" is playing
conveying in
in Chumash
this
movie?
Auditorium
W hat
is It tonight.
about in the Showtimes are
end?
7:30 and 9:30
G S : 1 think p.m. Admission
the real mes is $6.50 for stu
sage is that dents and $7.50
you have two general admis
men on the sion. Tickets
road, experi available at the
encing
this Rec Center
vast and unex Vallitix and all
plored world, Vallitix outlets
and
they’re including
wielding surf www.vallitix.com
boards
and Call 756-1112 for
more informa
camer as.
tion.
Basically, the
theme is this
idea that travel is an exciting thing
but itra n also be a dangerous thing.
So I think when people walk away
from this movie, they think “Wow,
what an adventure these two people
had.” And it really is an adventure.
M D : So it’s a movie that every
one would enjoy, not just surfers?
G S : In a w’ay you can look at this
as a surfing movie, but you can also
look at it as an anthropological doc
ument. You have these two guys
traveling through all these cultures
and you’re showing some things
that are really alien to the Western
world, in terms of the Ghana fish
ing village and drinking wine in a
jeep in the Basque country of Spain.
You know, all these crazy scenarios
that make up this entire voyage.

*

STUDENT DISCOUNT TRAVEL SERVICES
C om plete, one-stop, student travel services including:
Travel counseling. International Student ID cards.
Hostel cards, passport & visa assistance, passport
photos, discount student air tickets, Eurail passes &
yj
vacation packages.

^^velSP^’^'^TRAVELflME / Americaii Express
^

aT

Phone: 7 8 3 -7 00 0

E-mail: slo@tvltm.com

Located in S L O at Brood A Marsh, Free Parking at the door

CRAIG PETERSON

irs NOT a
Gentlemen's

Its a
PARTYII

Food • Oirfs
Entortainmont
Daily Drink Spocials
M-Sat 2pm-2ani
Sun 7pm-2am

Student Discounts ”
available at both theatres ■
Showtimes valid today!!
I

RELin

restauraiil * full bar * night club

1009 Monterey Street • SIO787-0101

CRAIG PETERSON

Top, Tito Rosem berg an d Kevin N au g h to n p addle across a river in
W est Africa circa 19 74 . M an y exploratio ns w ere to roadless destin a
tions. B ottom , a cam psite w ith h ig h -tid e trenches dug aroun d th e
tents to d iv e rt th e tid a l push. Peterson an d N au ghton cam ped here
fo r a w eek w ith no surf. On th e ir w ay back from a n o th e r ad ve n tu re
dow n th e coast, th e y stopped ag ain. This tim e th e y discovered th e
p o in t lit up w ith sw ell.

Campus Connection
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Bay Area loses Olympics bid
By Kristin Schwarz
Spartan Daily (SanJose State University)

(U-WIRE) SAN JOSE, Calif. —
San Franciscans experienced the agony
of defeat, as New Yorkers felt the thrill
of victory as their city became the
United States’ candidate to host the
Summer Olympics in 2012.
The announcement of New York
City’s successful bid was made by
United States Olympic Committee
President Marty Mankamyer, in
Colorado Springs, Colo., on Saturday
at 4:15 p.m.
Colorado Springs is the home of the
Olympic movement in the United
States.
Before the announcement, San
Francisco Supervisor Gavin Newsome
reminded the crowd why they were
there.
“We know that this is the most
extraordinary, most diverse city in
America and this is the most diverse
country in the world,’’ Newsome said.
The decision was met by the sad
dened sighs of about 300 people who
gathered in the rotunda at San
Francisco’s City Hall to hear the
USOC’s announcement.
New York City captured 132 USOC
votes to San Francisco’s 91.
Former Olympian Julian Munoz, a
member of the 1988 and 1992 U.S. ski
teams, took the news hard.
“Naturally 1 am very disappointed. A

lot ol people here have done a tremen athletes.
dous amount of work to bring the
“It’s a little crushing, especially com
Olympics to San Francisco and I really ing off the of the Wijrld series disap
do think that in the international pres pointment, but we’ll come back, it will
ence San Francisco would have fared happen for us, we have got a great city
better than New York,” Munoz said.
and a lot to offer,” she said.
The tension was extra thick as the
Inside City Hall posters were placed
announcement came later than its along the perimeter created by 12
scheduled time of 4 p.m.
artists from all over the Bay Area.
“1 was very nervous, it was like wait
The 12 artists were to be symbolic of
ing in the start gate,” Munoz said.
the 2012 summer games, according to
He said there are about 400 Olympic design “umpire” Rick Tharp, from the
athletes in the Bay Area.
BASOC.
“My heart breaks for the athletes,
One poster was created by retired
because it would have been a much
San Jose State University faculty mem
fairer competition,” said Bev Brockway,
ber Sam Smidt who taught for 27 years
a member the 1960 U.S. ski team.
in the graphic design program.
Weather was one of the major issues
In the center of the rotunda a televi
in San Francisco’s favor as was the level
sion had been set up with a live feed
of diversity that exists in the Bay Area.
from Colorado Springs for the
Greg Massialas worked with the Bay
announcement and to show the video
Area Sports Organizing Committee as
“Bridge to the Future,” which was
a former competitor and member of the
shown to the U SO C on Saturday.
1980, 1984 and 1988 U.S. fencing
The video showed lush images of
teams. “I think we had the best situa
tion, that’s just not how the U SO C saw San Francisco, Yosemite, Napa and Big
Sur as well as San Jose Mayor Ron
it, “ he said.
Jerome Rietenbach, a U.S. Olympic Gonzales and San Francisco Mayor
Willie Brown.
Taekwondo official, felt the same way.
Lxxal celebrities like Huey Lewis,
“I am not even sure 1 am over it yet,”
he said. “I was so confident we would Brandi Chastain and Olympian
get the games here, because we have so Michael Johnson appeared and Tony
much to offer. What do they have there Bennett’s love song to the city, “1 Left
My Heart In San Francisco,” was fea
that we don’t have here?”
Corie Weaver, who works at the San tured.
In the video, San Francisco was
Francisco Convention and Visitors
Bureau, was just as disappointed as the described as “softer side of America.”

FEES 2

a week,” she said. “Maybe if I was a

continued from page 6

freshman I would get more out of it.”

lab, but I only go to the class two days

However, animal science professor
Multicultural Agriculture Program
Center, Dean David Wehner said.
About half of this has been spent
already and where it was needed, new
equipment was bought up front, he
said.
The rest is divided and spent by
department according to the number
of enrolled students. For larger
departments like agribusiness, this is
an additional $500,(300.
Input from students surveyed prior
to the writing of the spending propos
al guided the committees in prioritiz
ing needs, said James Ahem, agribusi
ness professor. He said students on
the department fee allocation com
mittee gave priority to making more
sections available.
Two new tenure-track faculty have
already started teaching, and one
additional member will begin winter
quarter. Spending for the department
is staying on track with the proposal,
though less money has been spent
than budgeted. Ahem said.
In order to make the faculty avail
able to teach in fall, the department
began searching and interviewing
candidates before a final decision on
the spending came from the commit
tee, he said.
Money was alsti used to improve
the various computer labs in the Alan
A. Erhart Agriculture building.
Ahem said the changes in the
department are visible and immedi
ate.
“If the fee increase had not been
passed, there would be 11 fewer sec
tions and instead of the new comput
ers, students would be punching on
the old ones,” Ahem said.
Agribusiness senior Pam Heuvel
said although the new computers are
an improvement, she does not see
much change as a result of the fee
increase.
“There are new computers in the

Jonathon Beckett said the additional

By Jill Thomsen

making voter participation down by

Daily Forty-Niner (California State U.-Long
Beach)

almost 8 percent in the county.

(U-W IRE) LONG BEACH, Calif.
— A fire station, chain bookstore and
household garage were transformed
into temporary institutions of democ
racy Tuesday as local voters went to
the polls to cast their ballots in the
lowest voter turnout in 30 years.
Approximately 45 percent of Los
Angeles County’s registered voters
participated in Tuesday’s election.
“I voted because it’s my duty,” said
retired California State UniversityLong Beach employee lone Marchael.
A veteran echoed the sentiment,
saying “It’s my right and I should exer
cise that right. 1 fought for it.”
TTie last mid-term election in 1998
yielded a turnout of 53.41 percent.

have Gray Davis in there, or Bill

Good

“The reason I voted was to not
Simon. I voted for a third-party can
didate,” said Heidi Decausemaker,
third year graphic design student.
English junior Gabriel Valdovinos
felt the propositions were the most
important items on Tuesday’s ballot.
“A lot of money is being put on the
voters’ plate — almost $31 billion,”
he said. “When it comes to state elec
tions, your vote definitely counts.”
Los Angeles County suffered a
major image setback during the
March primary this year when 121
polling places opened late, and one
never opened.

Hdiot*coii^>

★ AMERICA'S INTERNET TRAFFIC SCHOOLik

Donl let sveedliigslowyoi dowiL
Court approved Internet Traffic School for SL O County
and many others thru out the State.
More info @ www.goodbyeticket.com

Or call 1-800439-8464.

As an engineer in
the U.S. Air Force,
there’s no telling
what you’l l work on.

department.
“The student fee will have a pro
back in another year, you won’t rec

Los Angeles County voter
turnout lowest in 30 years

Have questions al)out ( .il I'olv
l)ureaucracy?
I (.ive questions about things to
do in SLO?
H ive questions?

money has made a difference in his

found impact,” he said. “If you come

Mustang Daily

@

troubleshooterMD@hotmail.com

ognize (the department).”
He said one of the significant
changes is the remodeling of a nutri
tion lab, which will become a new

(Seriously, we can’t tell you.)

biotechnology and embryology lab by
winter quarter.
Wehner said the college has only
spent half of the 10 percent it
retained and is regrouping and look
ing at where money has been spent

Troubleshooter
Every W ednesday in
Mustang Daily's Opinion Section

J

and where it is still needed.
The Best Selling Classic Comes to the Stage

A Wrinkle
in Time
From the book by Madeleine L'Engie
. Adapted by Al Serhnupp and E rm a Stauffer

<<

World Premiere

ft

Cal Poly Theatre
November 1 4 , 1 5 , 1 6 and 2 1 , 2 2 , 2 3
Thursday. Friday and Saturday at K:00pm
November 16 and 23
Saturday matinees at 2:00pm

United States Air Force applied technology is years ahead of whatyou’ll touch in the private sector, and .
as a new engineer you'll likely be
involved at the ground level of new and
sometimes classified developments,
YouTl begin leading and managing
within this highly respected group
from day one. Find out w h at’s waiting
behind the scenes for you in the
Air Force today. To request m ore
inform ation, call 1-8 0 0 -4 2 3 -U S A F
or log on to airforce.com .

Admiiuion $12.00
Students and Seniors $10.00
R e s e r v a t io n s : 8 0 5 . 7 5 6 . 2 7 8 7

U .S .A I R F O R C K
Produced with the perm ission o f
I.escher and i.eschcr, LTD

CROSS IN TO

THE BLUE

Sports

Mustang Daily
hall.”
She remains surprised that she won
Athlete of the Year, as much in awe as
continued from page 12
she was at the Night of the Mustang
in May when she received the award.
fourth in total blocks.
She had gone into the night’s dinner
She’s no slouch on offense, either.
thinking either thrower Stephanie
Lien is fourth on the team this season
Brown or basketball player Odessa
in kills, with 110 through last week
Jenkins would gamer the title.
end.
But fellow teammates are quick to
But Lien has not enjoyed solid affirm Worthy’s credentials for the
health. She has been wracked with award.
recurring injuries to both her knees
“She deserved it,” says teammate
and lower back. The injuries have Molly Duncan.
deprived her of the opportunity to use
Lien regards the award differently.
the off-season to tone her body and
“Everyone deserved it,” she rea
hone her skills.
sons. “It was for my team and every
“She’s never had a full spring,” female athlete out there.”
Schlick says. “She’s only had partial
She simply doesn’t base for her
springs or no springs.”
happiness around volleyball. While
Worthy makes up for the time lost she does live with two teammates,
training with extra intensity. She Duncan and fellow senior Kristen
refu-ses to acknowledge her skills, say O ’Halloran, she doesn’t parade
ing she’s always thinking of ways to around boasting of her success, and
improve.
doesn’t plan to do so outside of Cal
“1 don’t know if 1 ever hit my Poly.
stride,” Lien says. “1 just play volley“I’m not expecting anyone to

LIEN
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know I even played a sport,” she says.
“1 mean. I’ll still play, hut it’s not like

BASKETBALL

I’m going to go and tell everybody

continued from page 12

better this year,” senior Jason Allen
said.

that I played in college.”
Lien will be leaving behind a sport

“He is a big impact player and

that’s supported her for nearly 10

there’s a good chance that he’ll get a

years.

lot of minutes,” Bromley said.

The youngest of seven chil

dren, all more than 6 feet tall, she has
played since seventh grade.
Still, Lien is cautiously optimistic
about the future.
“I guess I’m excited,” she says. “For
what, I don’t know. All of my life, it’s
been ‘Oh yeah. I’m gonna go to col
lege and play volleyball. I’m gonna
get an education and work with dis
abled children.’ Yet now that I’m
actually here, graduating in June, it’s

The

team

will

travel

to

University of Hawaii for the Festival
Tournament on Dec. 20 and 21.
“Hawaii is a nice trip for us,
because it’s nice to get a chance to
play on a neutral court,” Bromley
said.
The Big West Conference season
opens on Jan. 2 when Cal Poly takes
on Cal State Fullerton at Mott
Gym.

more nervous excitement.”

The Mustangs will also play host

It’s a new feeling for Lien.

This year’s returning lineup will
feature guards Jason Allen, Steve
Geary and Steve McClean; twowing guard Eric Jackson; three-wing
guards James Grace 111 and Mike
Titchenal; forwards Jered Patterson
and Vladimir Lisinac; and centers
Varnie Dennis and Phil Johnson.
Newcomers

include

walk-on

freshman guard Greg Nelson; twowing guard Fernando Sampson;
three-wing guard Shane Schilling;
forward Diaby Kamara, junior Kale
Kovalski and Nick Enzweiller, a
transfer from Texas-El Paso.
The Mustangs are ready to battle
their competitors on the courts, and

“I didn’t think I’d ever be ner

to U C Davis on Feh. 8, U C Irvine

prove that they have what it takes
to go all the way.

vous,” she says, “and I’m anxious.

on Feb. 1 and Big West Tournament

“We want to take care of home,

W hat’s going to he out there? 1 have

Champion U C Santa Barbara on

win our home games and play goixJ

no clue. One year from now, where
will I he?”

Feb. 20.

basketball, and at the end of the sea

The Mustangs return this season

son win the conference tournament,

with a talented mix ot veterans and

and make it to the NCAA tourna

newcomers, since only two players,

ment,” Bromley said.

Brandon Beeson and David Henry,
graduated last year.

The Mustangs will play their first
exhibition game against the Son

“With the maturity of the team,
we’ve got what it takes to do even

Blue Angels at 7 p.m. Friday in Mott
Gym.

A New C-4 C lass for Winter
Quarter
HUMANITIES X335;
FANATICISM
Tues and Thurs 2-4
Taught by Professor Paul Miklowitz
Since September 11, fanaticism has dramatically emerged as the
principal threat to the security of the world's one remaining
"superpower." What was previously an interesting but marginal
phenomenon is suddenly the subject of headlines every day, no
longer an exotic aberration Americans can afford to ignore.
0

But what is fanaticism? Is it entirely irrational, or does it have its
own kind of "logic"? If the fanatic's agenda can be defended by
means of "reason," how do we rescue reason from such infamy?
Or should we even try? Is the "modern" faith in reason as the
guarantor of liberty and justice for all...old hat?! What is the
realtion between rational "truth" and irrational conviction?
Between reason and faith? And if faith can make legitimate
claims on our credulity, what becomes of “truth”?

jo in t f ie b a n d , b e c o m e d C!|30l*
listen op! Today's best career riff is C-P-A — that's Certified Public Accountant.
CPAs keep the beat of business and finance and that's what you'll do too if you go
for it. Think about it. Talk to your adviser. O r call your campus accounting fraternity,
Beta Alpha Psi, at 805-756-2084 and ask for Dr. M a ry Beth Armstrong.

HUMANITIES X335 FANTICISM will address these^and related
questions from an interdisciplinary perspective. Building on the
philosophical foundations upon which such questions must rest,
we will also look at literature, drama, film, and even some bizarre
unclassifiable texts in order to better understand the perverse
appeal of the fanatic's passionate intensity when.the best in
contemporary Western culture seem to lack all conviction.

Check os out at www.calcpa.org. W e have info on scholarships, career choices and
even landing a job. Jam to the tune of a great career — become a CPA.
California Certified Public
Society
Accountants

Classified Advertising
Graphic Arts Building, Room 226 Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 ( 805) 756-1143
Announcements
LOVE B E E R ?
Click here
www.BrewFast.com
Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)
Meets on campus!
Thurs. 11:00 Health Center,
Medical Library.
Open to all!
French
All level
Cathe 239-3384

I

Announcements

Narcotics Anonymous (NA)
Meeting on campus! Every Fri
6:00pm, Graphic Arts Bldg # 26 rm.
205.
Open to all!
Tibetan Buddhist Meditation and
Dharma Teachings

with Lama Khedroup, ongoing on
Sunday afternoons, 4-5:30pm. See
slocountydharma.org for details
528-1388 or 528-2495

Classifieds 756-1143

I

Announcements
“It’s ok to Leave the Plantatoin"
Come see Mason Weaver
Wed., Nov. 13
7:30 pm at BUS SILO 02-213

Employment
Bartender Trainees Needed

$250 a day potential. Local
positions 800-293-3985 ext. 558
Chinese speaking student to
tutor 4 year old in Mandarin
Please call (805) 234-6608

I

Employm ent

I

H o m e s F o r Sal e

Bartenders needed!
Earn up to $300 per day
No experience necessary
Call 1-866-291-1884 ext. U338

Houses and condos for sale
For a free list of all houses and
condos for sale in SLO call Nelson
Real Estate 546-1990 or email
Steve @ slohomes.com

Nanny position available!
4-5 days a week,
one year old girl
805-238-6179

F o r Sal e

Admin. Assist
P/T $8 hr, evening hours
5pm to 8pm MTW
Fax resume to 543-1330

Baby Blue Mercedes
Super chic!
‘85, 139K, runs good
$2,700 o.b.o
756-8295
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Cal Poly's Worthy Lien

One last shot at the title
►Cal Poly's 2001 Female
Athlete of the Year wants
one more trip to NCAAs
By G raham W om ack
MUSTANG DAILY CONTRIBUTOR

Not too lont; atjo, Worthy Lien was
sick of hein^ a star.
“Volleyball is kind of a job and can
be taken for granted,” Lien, the 2001
Mustang Female Athlete of the Year,
admits. “I kind of lost the reason 1 was
playing.”
After all, she’s .seemingly been at it
forever. Volleyball has commanded
tremendous amounts of her time at
Cal Poly. Injuries have sidelined her,
time and again.
Now, it’s her senior season. Not too
many games remain. The Mustangs’
shot at qualifying for the upcoming
NCAA tournament is up in the air.
They missed it last year.
Lien wcYuld never think of quitting,
hut she has been unhappy, restless.
She’s had to question herself— until
recently.
Before an Oct. 12 match at Santa
Barbara, Lien was hit with a UKker
nxim epiphany. As she says, “1 started
to get a hit teary-eyed.”
She reflected on her life as part of
a team known for athletic excellence
and full of gLMnl friendships. A liberal
studies senior, an aspiring teacher
and, ah<we all, a CL>mpassionate, fam
ily-oriented person. Lien realized how
much she’s going to miss her team.
“All of these people on the team,
they’re family to me,” she explains.
“My teammates are .so great and we
have a connection.”
In time. Lien will have to find

another source of inspiration hut, for
now, she can sit hack and enjoy her
swan song.
More than anything, she’s excited
for the future. She’s about to enter a
transition period, anticipating leav
ing Cal Poly in June with a child
development degree. Searching for
post-graduate options, she’s ponder
ing a career in special education.
She admits that her time as a vol
leyball player is almost over.
“It’s a growing time,” Lien says.
“It’s a time of my life where I have to
move on from something that has
supported me throughout my educa
tion and supported me with friend
ships.”
W hat a career it has been.
Recruited out of high schmsl. Lien
has been a 6-foot-2-inch towering
middle presence for the Mustangs, a
perennial All-Big We.st selection and
a two-time NCAA tourney partici
pant.
While not a superstar per .se, she
has definitely been one of the team’s
leaders.
“She leads by playing,” coach
Steve Schlick says. “She’s not some
one who’s real verbal. She’s .someone
who comes in and does her job.”
Coming off a selection to the 2001
All-Big West first team. Lien is help
ing lead the resurgent Mustangs’
drive for an NC.AA tournament
berth.
Primarily known for defense. Lien
can break Lael Perlstrom’s careerrecord of 499 hliKk a.ssists if she com
piles 51 in the last 10 matches, which
is possible if she maintains her sea.son
average of 1.8 per game. Lien’s also

BAR
SCORES
VQLl^EYBALL

Id a h o

VOLLEYBALL

''® u t a h s t a t e
W O M E N 'S SOCCER

''” c s f u l l e r t o n
W OMF^N'S SOqCLR

''®uc riverside
CFJOSS COUNTRY
b ig w e s t

MilrSGOLE

M E N 'S S O tC E R
U C ir v in e

w e d . nov. 6, 7 p.m.
© calpoly

W O M E N 'S SOCCER

fri., nov. 8, 7 p.m.
® cal poly

UCSb

EOOTHAi i

sat., nov 9,1 p.m.
® cal poly

V Û Ü i , . BALL

sat., nov. 9, 7 p.m.
® cal poly

M EN . Si.VCER

sat., nov. 9. 7 p.m
® fullerton

'"‘ h u m b o ld t St.

''•ucsb

''•cs fullerton

MEN'S I
LH
wed., nov 13., 2:30 p.m
C S n o rth rid g e
©northridge

MDLLü Iímí'

tri., nov. 15,7 p.m.
® cal poly

vo lleyball

sat., nov. 16,7 p.m
© caipoiy

''»cs fullerton
UC r i v e r s i d e
M EN S.SO CC FI? ,

UC r iv e r s id e

S ix-fo o t-tw o m id d le blocker W o rth y Lien anchors th e M ustangs.

Mustangs face higher
expectations this year
►Deep, athletic team
hopes to build on last
season's Improvement

Cal Poly p o in t guard Steve G eary hopes to lead th e M ustangs to
th e ir first NCAA to u rn a m e n t b e rth .

ninth place

SCHEDULE

I3ame de Namur on Nov. 26. The
team will play another home game on
Nov. 30 against the Mountain West
C'onference TtYumament Champion
and NCAA tournament participant
By Rachelle Ackley
San Diego State.
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF W R ITIR
“It’s a nice flavor because we are
Last season the Cal Poly men’s bas playing a lot of different confer
ketball team finished 11-2 at home, ences,” Bromley .said.
On I'fcc. 2, the men travel to
which was imprc.ssive. But wait until
Corvallis to defend last year’s 72-68
this year’s squad takes the floor.
“I definitely think we are going to upset victory over Pac-10 Conference
do more this year,” senior jered foe Oregon State. Then they return
home to host
Patterson said. “We’re doing really
well, and I’m confident in our team." ► The Mustangs S a c r a m e n t o
State on Dec. 7
The Cal Poly men’s basketball host the Son
and
Loyola
team is Kxiking to build on last sea Blue Angels in
Marymount on
son’s success by playing one of its an exhibition
gam e on Friday Dec. 16. The
most challenging .schedules.
at 7 p.m. in M ott game
against
“It’s a rough schedule, but 1 hope
Gym.
LMU could he
it’ll get us ready to be road-tested,”
the first game
head coach Kevin Bromley said.
featuring standout transfer Shane
“With veteran players coming back 1
Schilling, a former all Big-10 presea
thought I could step up the schedule.”
son pick from the University of
The Mustangs will begin their reg
Minne.sota, whose eligibility will be
ular .season at Big 12 Conference reinstated in mid-December.
member Colorado Nov. 22. Cal Poly
will open the home seastin at Mott
Gym when it plays host to Notre
see BASKETBALL, page 11

sat. nov 16,7 p.m
© caipoiy

STATS I

By the numbers

6

Cal Poly Men's Basketball Preview

FILE PHOTO

iTien seroiid place,
women ninth place

''®49er c la s s ic

A A R O N LAM BERT/M USTANG DAILY

see LIEN, page 11

SCORES SCHEDULE SfATS TRIVIA

G a m e -w in n in g g o a ls
fo r the w o m e n 's s o c 
cer te a m 's M e g a n
S ch le g e l.

26

S c h le g e l's career n u m 
ber o f g o a ls, fo u rth in
M u s ta n g history.

269-157
M a rg in by w h ic h the
w o m e n 's s o c c e r team
h as o u ts h o t its o p p o 
n e n ts th is s e a so n .

TRIVIA
today's question

Name a Cal Poly club sport
that won a national champi
onship last year.
Submit answers to: ¡liackso&calpoly.edu
Tuesday's question

Who is the assistant coach
of the Cal Poly men's soccer
team?

GLENN FENS
Congratulations, Gilbert Rochalf

Sports editor Jacob Jackson can
be reached at 756-1796 or jljackso@calpoly.edu.

